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Abstract. Due to using the single classification algorithm can not meet the performance requirements of 
intrusion detection, combined with the numerical value of KNN and the advantage of naive Bayes in the 
structure of data, an intrusion detection model KNN-NB based on KNN and Naive Bayes hybrid classification 
algorithm is proposed. The model first preprocesses the NSL-KDD intrusion detection data set. And then by 
exploiting the advantages of KNN algorithm in data values, the model calculates the distance between the 
samples according to the feature items and selects the K sample data with the smallest distance. Finally, by 
naive Bayes to get the final result. The experimental results on the NSL-KDD dataset show that the KNN-NB 
algorithm can meet the requirement of balanced performance than the traditional KNN and Naive Bayes 
algorithm in term of accuracy, sensitivity, false detection rate, specificity, and missed detection rate.  

1 Introduction 
At present, intrusion detection technology can be divided 
into two categories: anomaly detection and misuse 
detection[1]. Anomaly detection is a detection mode that 
detects an intrusion based on detecting an access that 
deviates from normal behavior. Misuse detection is a 
detection mode that discovers an intrusion based on a 
known attack type. Although accuracy is the basic 
requirement of IDS, its expandability and adaptability are 
also crucial in today's network computing environment[2]. 
The characteristics of data mining classification 
algorithms are adapted to the type judgment of unknown 
data by the type of known data[3]. It is in good agreement 
with the misuse detection principle in intrusion detection 
technology. There  many data mining techniques  
applying to IDS. Among them, the literature [4-6] used 
several classification algorithms in data mining to analyze 
the KDD CUP 99 intrusion detection data set. Kulariya M 
et al used KNN algorithm to perform intrusion detection 
and the experimental results show that the KNN algorithm 
when doing intrusion detection has high accuracy and 
specificity and efficiency, but its false alarm rate and 
missed detection rate are high and the sensitivity is low[4]. 
This will cause many abnormal behaviors to be detected 
without harming the system or a lot of normal. Behavior 
is detected anomalous that wasting too much human and 
financial resources to deal with these normal behaviors. 
The literature [5-6] compares the performance of many 
classification algorithms in intrusion detection. The 
experimental results show that Naive Bayes has higher 
sensitivity and faster training time than other 
classification algorithms, but the accuracy and specificity 
of the performance is poor. 

Therefore, based on the above issues, this paper fully 
understands and analyzes the principles of Naive Bayes 
and KNN classification algorithms, and then 
understanding and analyzing the intrusion detection data 
set, it proposes a algorithm based on KNN and Naive 
Bayes classification of the intrusion detection model. The 
model uses the advantage of KNN algorithm in data 
values, calculates the distance based on the feature items 
between the samples, and selects the K sample data with 
the smallest distance, thereby excluding the uncorrelated 
sample data and reducing the size of the sample data set; 
then using the advantage of Naive Bayes algorithm in data 
structure, the obtained K sample data are trained and the 
classifier is constructed. Finally, the posterior probability 
is obtained by the prior probability to obtain the final 
classification result. The experimental results on the NSL-
KDD data set show that the KNN-NB algorithm can meet 
the performance equalization requirements in terms of 
accuracy, sensitivity, error rate, specificity and missing 
rate, etc., compared with traditional KNN and naive 
Bayesian algorithms. 

The rest structure of  this paper is as follows: The 
second part introduces the related contents of Naive Bayes 
and KNN algorithms. In the third part, the hybrid 
classification algorithm based on KNN and naive 
Bayesian KNN-NB is described in detail, and the 
algorithm is applied to the intrusion detection model. The 
fourth part introduces the used data sets, experimental 
tools and platforms, and conducts experimental analysis. 
Finally, we have a summary. 
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2.1 KNN algorithm 

KNN algorithm, also known as K-nearest neighbor 
algorithm, is a classic data mining algorithm. The basic 
idea of the algorithm is that some phenomena in the real 
world can be reproduced under certain conditions, so long 
as the conditions in the past have been satisfied or similar, 
this phenomenon may occur[7]. 

The algorithm flow of KNN algorithm is very simple. 
Assume that the sample set size is n, m is the number of 
feature items, c is a category, and one of the test data X 
can be expressed as Xi={x1, x2,..., xm-1, xm}, i∈[1, n], a 
piece of sample data Y can be expressed as Yj={y1, 
y2,...,ym-1, ym, cj}, j∈[1, n]. First, the data is preprocessed; 
then the distance between the measured data and each 
sample data in the sample set is calculated; then the K 
sample data closest to the data to be measured are selected 
from the sample set; finally, the category of the K sample 
data closest to the data to be measured is counted, and the 
category with the most categories is selected from among 
the categories, and this category is the category of the data 
to be measured. The Euclidean distance is generally used 
to calculate the distance between the measured data and 
the sample data. The Euclidean distance expression is 
shown in expression (1). 
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From expression (1), it can be seen that the KNN 
algorithm is analyzed from the numerical aspects of the 
data to obtain the classification category. 

2.2 Naive Bayes algorithm 

Naive Bayesian algorithm is a Bayesian classification 
algorithm based on Bayesian theorem, the precondition of 
which is that each feature item is independent, and each 
feature item is equally important, which is also the 
simplicity of naive Bayesian. The core idea of naive 
Bayesian algorithm is to solve the posteriori probability 
by using the pre-test probability [8]. 

Naive Bayes algorithm is also a classic data mining 
algorithm, it has a solid foundation of classical 
mathematical theory, and has good stability in the 
classification effect[9]. The basic idea is: for a given test 
data Xi = {x1, x2, ..., xm-1, xm}, where xm represents the 
feature item and m is the number of feature items, which 
is solved in the test. The probability of occurrence of each 
category cj under the condition of occurrence of feature 
items in the data, and classify the test data into the 
category where P(cj|X) is the largest. 

Definition 1 (Conditional Probability) The probability 
P(B|A) that event A occurs under the condition that event 
B occurs. The expression is: 

P(B)
P(AB)P(A|B) =                     （2） 

Derivation of this expression gives the multiplication 
expression : 

P(B|A)P(A)P(A|B)P(B)P(AB) ==      （3） 

So expression(2) can be written as: 

P(A)
P(A|B)P(B)P(B|A) =                （4） 

Definition 2 (division of sample space) Let Ω be the 
sample space of test E, and B1, B2,...,Bn be a set of events, 
if: 

1、BiBj= ∅, i, j=1,2,...,n； 

2、B1∪B2∪...∪Bn=Ω 

We call B1, B2,...,Bn a division of the sample space Ω. 
Definition 3 (Bayesian formula) Let Ω be the sample 

space of test E, A be the event of E, B1, B2,...,Bn be a 
division of Ω, and P(A)>0, P(Bi)> 0 (i=1, 2,...,n), then: 
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Call this the Bayesian expression. 
Assuming that the test data X can be expressed as 

Xi={x1, x2,..., xm-1, xm}, the sample set size is n, m is the 
number of feature items, and the category set C is 
represented as C={c1, c2,...,cj-1, cj}(i, j∈[1, n]). In the 
Naive Bayes algorithm, assuming that the feature items 
are independent of each other, what is sought is the 
probability of occurrence of each category under the 
conditions in which the feature items appear in the data to 
be measured. The Bayesian expression can be expressed 
as: 
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As long as the category corresponding to the 
maximum value in P(cj|Xi) is found, the data to be 
measured is classified in this category. Since the value of 
P(Xi) is the same for all classes of P(cj|Xi), we only need 
to compare P(x1|cj)P(x2|cj)...P(xmcj)P(Cj) can be the size. 
When the number of samples is large, according to the 
central limit theorem, the frequency is equal to the 
probability. Therefore, P(xmcj) and P(cj) can be obtained 
from the sample, and finally the type of the data to be 
measured can be determined. 

3 Intrusion Detection Model Based on 
KNN-NB Algorithm 

3.1 The basic idea and process of the algorithm 

The KNN algorithm and the naive Bayes algorithm are 
introduced above. Although the KNN algorithm and naive 
Bayesian algorithm have their own advantages, the 
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shortcomings are obvious. For the KNN algorithm, it only 
from the data of the numerical aspects of category scoring, 
scoring is not normalized, and since the KNN algorithm 
is obtained from the K nearest neighbor sample data to 
obtain the final category, it will appear when the sample 
data imbalance(For example, if there is a very large 
number of samples in one category in the sample, and 
there are fewer samples in other categories), the final 
result will be biased to the category of the number of 
categories. And the KNN algorithm has poor noise 
resistance, and the classification result is biased due to 
excessive data noise. For naive Bayesian algorithm, it 
classifies the data from the structural aspect, calculates the 
posteriori probability by calculating the prior probability, 
but the precondition is that the characteristic items of the 
data are independent and the result of the classification 
can reach the ideal value [10]. But in the actual situation, 
this hypothesis is generally not tenable, and the Naive 
Bayesian algorithm has higher training complexity. 

Based on the above problems, this paper proposes a 
hybrid classification algorithm KNN-NB based on KNN 
and Naive Bayes. Assume that the sample set size is n, m 
is the number of feature items, c is a category, and one of 
the test data X can be expressed as Xi={x1, x2,..., xm-1, xm}, 
i∈[1, n], a piece of sample data Y can be expressed as 
Yj={y1, y2,...,ym-1, ym, cj}, j∈[1, n]. 

The detailed steps of the KNN-NB algorithm are as 
follows: 

Step 1. The sample set Y and the test set X data are 
preprocessed to make the data conform to the algorithm 
input format; 

Step 2. Select the appropriate K value; 
Step 3. Use expression (1)we need to calculate the 

distance between the measured data Xi and the sample set 
Y, and select the smallest K sample data; 

Step 4. The selected K sample data as the Naive 
Bayesian algorithm sample set Y', and then using the 

formula (6) to calculate the data Xi and the sample set Y' 
class probability P (cj| Xi); 

Step 5. Finally,we classify the measured data Xi into 
the category with the highest probability P(cj|Xi). 

The KNN-NB algorithm flow is shown in Figure (1). 
Start

Data 
preprocessing

Select the value of K

To judge whether K meets the 
requirements

Calculate the distance between Xi and Y using equation (1) and select 
the K sample data with the smallest distance

Using K sample data as the sample set Y', the probability P (cj|Xi) of classes 
in Xi and Y' is calculated using formula (6)

Put Xi into the category with the highest probability 
P(cj|Xi)

End

N

Y

Figure 1. KNN-NB algorithm flow chart. 

3.2 Intrusion Detection Model Based on KNN-NB 
Algorithm 

In this paper, an intrusion detection model is established 
using KNN and Naive Bayes-based hybrid classification 
algorithm KNN-NB. The model architecture is shown in 
Figure 2. The model is mainly divided into three stages, 
each stage is described as follows: 

Data 
crawling

NSL-KDD 
data set

Pretreatment

Pretreatment

Test data

Sample set

KNN-NB 
Classifier

Output 
results

KNN-NB 
Classifier

 
Figure 2. Intrusion detection model based on KNN-NB algorithm. 

 
The first stage: data acquisition and preprocessing 

stages. The main work in this phase is the generation of 
measured data and sample sets. For the data to be 
measured, first use the packet grabber to grab the data 
packet and get rough data from it; then the data is 
processed into the format that meets the input of the next 
stage through preprocessing, and finally the data to be 
tested is generated. This phase takes up about 60% of the 
entire model time. 

The second stage: KNN-NB training phase. The main 
task in this phase is to generate the KNN-NB classifier. 
The KNN-NB trainer first initializes a K value, obtains K 
sample data through the input feature item xm and sample 
set Y, and then uses the K sample data as a new sample 
set Y' to determine the prior probability, thereby 
generating KNN-NB classifier. This is a process of 

constantly repeating supervised learning. Through 
constant learning, the optimal K value and prior 
probability are determined to generate an optimal 
classifier. 

The third stage: KNN-NB classification stage. This 
phase is the process of implementing intrusion detection. 
The measured data Xi is classified by the trained optimal 
classifier, and the final classification result is output, that 
is, whether or not the judgment belongs to an intrusion 
behavior. 

4 Experiments and results analysis 

4.1 Experimental data and preprocessing 
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4.1.1 Sample data 

The experimental data in this paper is based on the NSL-
KDD standard intrusion detection data set, which is 
generated after the optimization of the KDD-CUP 99 
DataSet [11]. There is no duplicate data in the NSL-KDD 
test set, making the experimental accuracy more 
convincing. The proportion of normal and abnormal data 
in the NSL-KDD dataset and the amount of test and 
training data are reasonable, so it is more suitable for 
effective and accurate evaluation of different data mining 
algorithms. This paper uses 20% training dataset and test 
dataset in the NSL-KDD dataset for experiments. The 
dataset structure is shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. Training set and test set structure. 
Category Training set Ratio(%) Test set Ratio(%) 

Normal 
DOS 
Probe 
R2L 
U2R 
Total 

65536 
45927 
11656 
103 
52 

123274 

53.16 
37.26 
9.46 
0.08 
0.04 
100 

9711 
5064 
1106 
2199 
37 

18117 

53.61 
27.95 
6.10 
12.14 
0.20 
100 

4.1.2 Sample Data Preprocessing 

Before the experiment, the first task is to perform data 
preprocessing[12].After analyzing the NSL-KDD data set, 
it was found that the data set is 43-dimensional data, and 
the 43-dimensional data is the number of labels predicted 
by the community that created this data set when using 
different algorithms to perform experiments. This value is 
not useful in this experiment, so the dimension data is 
deleted. Therefore, the first 41 features and 42nd 
dimension items in the data set are used in this experiment. 
Moreover, the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and 41th-dimensional data in 
the data set are discrete data, which does not conform to 
the input data format of the algorithm. Therefore, this 
paper will perform the data processing on this four-
dimensional data, and the comparison table before and 
after processing is shown in Table 2. Show. 

Table 2. Discrete data numerical comparison table. 
Feature 

item Before and after quantification 

protocol_ty
pe 

service 
 

flag 
label 

icmp-1, tcp-2, udp-3 
domain_u-1, ecr_i-2, eco_i-3, finger-4, 
ftp_data-5, ftp-6, http-7, hostname-8… 
OTH-1, REJ-2, RSTO-3, RSTOS0-4… 

normal-0, others-1 

4.1.3 Experimental Platform and Evaluation 
Standards 

The experiment in this paper is done in a memory of 8GB, 
and the processor is an Intel Core(TM) i5-7200U CPU 
2.50GHz. The system is implemented under the Windows 
10 platform. The program uses a single thread 
implementation, and only uses one CPU core to run the 
calculation process. 

This paper uses the general performance evaluation 
criteria of intrusion detection to compare the model 

proposed in this paper with the model using KNN 
algorithm and Naive Bayes algorithm. Performance 
evaluation is based on the following criteria[13]. 

Accuracy：
FNFPTNTP

TNTPAR
+++

+=       （7） 

Specificity：
FPTN

TNSpeR
+

=                     （8） 

Sensitivity：
FNTP

TPSenR
+

=                     （9） 

Misuse rate：
TNFP

FPFR
+

=                         （10） 

Missed rate：
TNFNFPTP

FNMR
+++

=        （11） 

Among them, true positive (TP): Attack category is 
identified as the attack category. False Positive (FP): The 
normal category is identified as the attack category. True 
Negative (TN): The normal category is identified as the 
normal category. False Negative (FN): The attack 
category is identified as the normal category. 

4.2 Analysis of Results 

According to the above evaluation criteria, this article 
uses the literature[4] and the literature[5] with the KNN-
NB algorithm proposed in this paper to conduct 
comparative experiments. The experiment adopts the 
same sample set and test set. The results of the experiment 
were averaged after three experiments. 

The missed detection rate is an important indicator for 
evaluating an intrusion detection model, because when an 
attack behavior is missed as normal behavior, the terminal 
is likely to receive an attack, resulting in irreparable 
loss[14]. As can be seen from Figure 3, the KNN-NB 
algorithm in K<4250, the missed detection rate is lower 
than the KNN algorithm and the Naive Bayes algorithm, 
for example, when K=2500, the KNN-NB algorithm has 
a lower than expected rate than the KNN algorithm. The 
Naive Bayes algorithm decreased by 75.5% and 29.4% 
respectively. 

 
Figure 3.Comparison of missed detection rates for different 

algorithms. 
The false detection rate is the ratio of how many 

normal categories are misclassified as the attack category 
with respect to the total amount of the normal category. 
The lower false detection rate, the higher credibility of the 
model, the higher false detection rate of the model will 
make the detection personnel mistaken for this behavior 
is an aggressive behavior, will take corresponding 
measures to deal with, resulting in useless manpower 
loss[15]. The experiment compares the false detection rate 
of KNN algorithm, Naive Bayes algorithm and KNN-NB 
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algorithm, as shown in Figure 4. As can be seen from the 
diagram KNN-NB algorithm when K=4250, the detection 
error rate is less than the Naive Bayes algorithm, and far 
less than the KNN algorithm, error detection rate by 23.5% 
and 65.3 respectively, so as to make the terminal will not 
mistakenly identified under attack because of the 
detection system. 

 
Figure 4. Comparison of false detection rates for different 

algorithms. 
Sensitivity is a measure of the type of attacks that are 

truly classified, and is an important indicator of whether a 
model is good or bad. Only the type of attack is accurately 
detected and the model has value to use[16]. As can be 
seen from Figure 5, the KNN-NB algorithm has the best 
sensitivity at K=4250, and it was found in the experiment 
that when K is in the range [3750, 4250], the sensitivity is 
better than that of the KNN algorithm and the Naive 
Bayes algorithm.  

 
Figure 5. Comparison of sensitivity of different algorithms. 

The accuracy and specificity of the experimental 
results are shown in Figure 6. It can be seen from Fig. 6 
that the accuracy and specificity of the algorithm KNN-
NB is lower than that of the KNN algorithm. However, 
within the acceptable range, and compared with Naive 
Bayes algorithm, the accuracy and specificity of KNN-
NB algorithm is relatively high. 

 

Figure 6. Comparison of accuracy and specificity of different 
algorithms. 

5 Concluding remarks 

This paper proposes an intrusion detection model based 
on KNN and Naive Bayes hybrid classification algorithm. 
This model balances the problem of performance 
imbalance with a single classifier by using the advantages 
of KNN algorithm in data values and the advantages of 
Naive Bayes algorithm in data structure. The 
experimental results show that the intrusion detection 
model based on KNN-NB algorithm can perform better 
than the KNN and Naive Bayes algorithm in terms of 
missed detection rate, false detection rate,  sensitivity, and 
is based on accuracy and specificity. Although the 
performance of the KNN-NB intrusion detection model is 
worse than that of the KNN algorithm, it is also within an 
acceptable range. The accuracy and specificity of the 
algorithm are better than that of the Naive Bayes 
algorithm, and its time complexity is better than that of 
the Naive Bayes algorithm. In general, the intrusion 
detection model based on KNN-NB algorithm is balanced 
in various performances. The intrusion detection model 
based on KNN-NB algorithm is a kind of misuse detection. 
It has poor detection ability for unknown attack types. 
Future work can extend it to the detection of unknown 
attacks. 
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